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Explorations of Themes in War Poetry Before World War One, war was seen as glorious and honourable. These
attitudes are reflected in the phrase Dulce Et.

Owen suggests that men should not commit cruelty against other men, He wars on Death, for lives; not men.
While being treated, Owen came to understand something vital to begin healing: that in order to make his
traumatic memories into something he could bear witness to in his poetry, he had to choose how to engage
with them, instead of repressing them. Hipp, Daniel. Owen, who moved rapidly from a civilian during the war
to someone actively fighting in the No Man's Land of the trenches of Europe, used his writing to make sense
Hornsey 18 of this abrupt change, and to bear witness to the trauma of the war both his own trauma, and the
generalized trauma of soldiers. Collected Letters. The content works to further the underlying physical
sensations of the line, as Owen sets the sentry in a position verbally removed from the rest of the soldiers,
because he has been injured and is no longer subject to the exact same miserable experience as the rest, but has
taken on a different level of pain. Use detailed references to the poems to support your comments. Many
soldiers dealt with different personal and physiological effects of this war. The emotion of anger can be felt
right from the start of the poem through the ironic title of the poem which satirises the glory of war. Hornsey
19 Works Cited Applewhite, James. Throughout the novel, even outside the time-frame, Faulks continues to
maintain a link between the past and the present through his use of a number of motifs and themes. While
there, he traveled with a doctor to a field hospital to watch surgeries performed on wounded soldiers. As the
war progressed, however, people began to feel disillusioned and eventually had an overwhelming feeling of
futility in that so many lives were wasted for such little gain Owen raises his own voice up above those who
claim to be a false representation of desire, or male intimacy, or intimacy. Similarly, a number of
women-poets both inherit and interrogate different traditions of lyric verse with remarkable power as they try
to represent the war and its effects on civilian spaces and minds. After training, he became an officer and was
sent to France at the end of , seeing service first in the Somme sector He had lost his voice to the trauma and
the shell shock, and he eventually sought to recover it in the way that many do: by constructing an alternate
and personal purpose for the fighting he took part in. The poetry is in the pity. This proves that each author's
personal experiences influence the tone, effect of imagery, style, and other literary devices. Caesar, Adrian.
Gose, Elliott B. One of these poor fellows was my first servant who I rejected. These women were often used
in propaganda to convince soldiers and civilians that fighting for their countries' women, and therefore for the
chance at that perfect romantic ideal, made the destruction worth it. How do they make you feel and why.
Louis, Missouri elizabethhornsey gmail. Additionally, we can pinpoint a huge difference here in how Owen
identifies his role as a poet. Owen, as the war was just beginning, was actively writing about and discussing
the situation with family and friends via personal letters. T: Personification, rhyming couplet, symbolism E:
And greater wars: when each proud fighter brags, He wars on Death, for lives; not men - for flags E: Like
Futility, Owen highlights the fact that it is ultimately the decisions of men behind the cause of war. Wilfred
Owen was brought up with a religious background, which shows through, in his writing. Owen used his poetry
to distance himself from the Victorian romanticism and classism that he Hornsey 2 had initially clung to
during his time as a civilian, relying on stark realism and the 'raw materials' of his wartime experiences to craft
intensely vivid poems. This specific structure is used to mirror. My dug- out held 25 men tightly packed. His
visit to the hospital was an important landmark in his journey to becoming a war poet, as opposed to a poet
who talked about the war. Although there is absolutely no engagement with the enemy directly from
beginning to end, they are still exposed to the elements of nature surrounding them and the psychological
tension of warfare He condescends, however, towards the soldiers here, implying they are just 'lusty louts'
playing football, not scared men risking their lives in a war they didn't begin. When considering poetry written
post concentrate on a selection of poems written by Wilfred Owen. In Anthem for Doomed Youth, Wilfred
Owen uses a variety of techniques to portray the universal human emotions of grief, pity and anger. To fight of
Death, the men must fight alongside death Conclusion. In conclusion, Wilfred Owen's time on the front
changed him immensely and shaped the way he approached his poetry and the experiences he had there. The
abrupt, syncopated nature of the quoted line mimics not only the sounds of a shelling and of a body tumbling
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down the steps, but a thudding panicked heartbeat, evoking in the reader that same physical sensation, which
Owen likely experienced, as any human would in the same situation. This is not only an apt description of
how modernism as a whole handled the First World War, but of the way Owen's experiences and struggles
with mental illness in the form of shell shock became his poetry. Owen successfully used his poetry to work
through and describe the kinds of bonds he himself had found, and the universal intimacy that all soldiers felt
with one another, and even with those on the other side of No Man's Land.


